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stood with his back to it Dud took in the fact that the man,
though of low stature and very slightly-built, possessed con-
siderable dignity. He seemed indeed almost a distinguished
figure as he stood there, making an obvious effort to overcome
his mania about the volumes in his pockets, and talking to his
visitors with lively eagerness about a new head of Aphrodite
that had recently been discovered.
Wizzie's would-be rescuer came to the conclusion that Mr.
Wye had lost all his teeth; for when his mouth fell into repose
he had a habit of pressing his lips together in such a way as to
form a perpetual grin, a grin hardly less sardonic than the one
reproduced in Houdon's famous bust of Voltaire.
This nut-cracker mouth made a queer contrast to the man's
transparent blue eyes and the silky hair under his velvet cap;
but to Dud's grotesque and rather malicious imagination his
whole personality, as he stood there in his elegant light suit
and with a wisp of greenery in his buttonhole, resembled some
final touch of feminine bric-a-brac, a Meissen-china figure per-
haps in the "biscuit" stage, wherewith the young painter of
clouds had adorned her studio! In fact the sight of this figure
with a cigarette in its mouth, its hands fumbling at its pockets,
and its lips murmuring some sentence of Plato, had something
about it that struck even Dud's preoccupied intelligence as not
a little shocking. Had Thuella, with her mediaeval swan's neck
and her painted mouth, feminized even the words of Plato
himself till they whistled between his toothless gums like the
sighing of a virgin's lute ?
For about the twentieth time in these Glymes manages—
and he found as he met Nancy Quirm's questioning smile from
across the room that this "cemetery-woman" still had a
friendly influence upon him—Mr. D. No-man took out his
watch. But on this occasion—on the strength of Mrs. Quirm's
look—he had the courage to announce the necessity of his im-
mediate departure.
"It's nearly four o'clock," he said emphatically. "I really
must be getting back to my work."
The thin black form with the swan's neck rose hastily and
began murmuring something about tea; but Nancy Quirm was
on her feet too and proceeded to make tilings easy for him.
"I should be jealous," she protested, "if Mr. No-man's first
meal at Glymes should be anywhere but with mel I must be

